9th BHARTIYA CHHATRA SANSAD

"The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence
plus character that is the goal of real education."- Martin Luther King
Bhartiya Chhatra Sansad (B.C.S.) is an initiative by Rahul V. Karad that visions to create
awareness among the young minds regarding current burning national as well as global issues
and ensure their participation in task of Nation Building. Our Worthy Principal; 'Dr CB Mehta'
and teaching staff has always welcomed such programs with great enthusiasm. For last few years
, a team of students from our college is sent to attend the annual conclave of BCS at MIT SOG,
Pune , Maharashtra . After going through the selection procedure which consisted of group
discussions on topics given on the spot, following 6 students were selected to attend the 9th BCS
( 18th to 20th January, 2019) ___
1. Harsh Sharma BA 6 th sem
2: Dixit Garg. BA 6th Sem
3: Aaditya Mehta BSC 4th sem
4: Nishant. Kanwar B.Com 1st year
5: Priyanka Vohra BA First Year
6:. Diksha Thakur BA First Year
Worthy principal not only guided the students with his motivational words but also it was his
act of kindness that the whole expenses for this educational trip were managed from college
budget.
9th BCS witnessed the presence of many national icons who interacted with student delegates.
Some of them were - Jignesh Mehwani (dalit activist and Gujarat MLA) , Trupti Desai ( gender
equality activist), Brinda Karat ( senior leader CPI ) Arundhati Bhattacharya (retired banker and
former chairman of SBI), Advocate Prashant Bhushan (eminent lawyer and activist) . It was a
great exposure knowing their views and and learning lessons from their life experiences which
they shared from the Dias . There was also a special session called "Youth to Youth Connect"

in which the student delegates across the country were divided into different groups and given
topics for discussions. It not only helped the students to know each others opinions on various
issues but also notably signified Indian principle of "unity in diversity".
Students personally met Dr Rahul V. Karad, the founder of BCS who gave his kind
acknowledgements to the future project of 'Himachal Pradesh student parliament' in Shimla .
Students from Sanjauli College also got an opportunity to meet Dr Rajiv Bindil , speaker of
Himachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly who was invited as a guest and honoured at the the
event . Students also got a chance to witness and participate in the famous TV debate show on
ZEE news "taal thok ke". Three of them even presented their views confidently live on national
television.
It was a great learning experience for students to attend the 9th Bhartiya Chhatra Sansad. It
helped to overall expand the personality of students and developed spirit of teamwork, coordination and patriotism amongst all participants. It gave the message ___"Be the change you
wish to see in the world." It filled all the participants with a vision to do something for nation's
cause.

